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Key to sections of the Official Information Act 1982 under which information has been withheld. 

Certain information in this document has been withheld under one or more of the following sections of the Official 
Information Act, as applicable: 

 

[1] to prevent prejudice to the security or defence of New Zealand or the international relations of the 
government 

6(a) 

[2] to avoid prejudice the entrusting of information to the Government of New Zealand on a basis of 
confidence by the Government of any other country or any agency of such a Government 

6(b)(i) 

[4] to prevent prejudice to the maintenance of the law, including the prevention, investigation, and 
detection of offences, and the right to a fair trial 

6(c) 

[11] to damage seriously the economy of New Zealand by disclosing prematurely decisions to change 
or continue government economic or financial policies relating to the entering into of overseas trade 
agreements. 

6(e)(vi) 

[23] to protect the privacy of natural persons, including deceased people 9(2)(a) 

[25] to protect  the commercial position of the person who supplied the information or who is the subject 
of the information 

9(2)(b)(ii) 

[26] to prevent prejudice to the supply of similar information, or information from the same source, and 
it is in the public interest that such information should continue to be supplied 

9(2)(ba)(i) 

[27] to protect information which is subject to an obligation of confidence or which any person has been 
or could be compelled to provide under the authority of any enactment, where the making available 
of the information - would be likely otherwise to damage the public interest 

9(2)(ba)(ii) 

[29] to avoid prejudice to the substantial economic interests of New Zealand 9(2)(d) 

[31] to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting collective and individual ministerial 
responsibility 

9(2)(f)(ii) 

[33] to maintain the current constitutional conventions protecting the confidentiality of advice tendered 
by ministers and officials 

9(2)(f)(iv) 

[34] to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank expression of opinions 9(2)(g)(i) 

[36] to maintain legal professional privilege 9(2)(h) 

[37] to enable the Crown to carry out commercial activities without disadvantages or prejudice 9(2)(i) 

[38] to enable the Crown to negotiate without disadvantage or prejudice 9(2)(j) 

[39] to prevent the disclosure of official information for improper gain or improper advantage 9(2)(k) 

[40] not in scope   

[41] that the making available of the information requested would be contrary to the provisions of a 
specified enactment 

18(c)(i) 

[42] information is already publicly available or will be publicly available soon 18(d) 

 

In preparing this Information Release, the Treasury has considered the public interest considerations in section 9(1) and 
section 18 of the Official Information Act. 
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Treasury Report: Executing Government Borrowing – Strategic Issues 

Executive Summary 

This paper discusses the respective merits of centralised versus decentralised borrowing to 
fund operations across government, in advance of a meeting with the Minister of Housing and 
Urban Development to discuss a proposal that Housing New Zealand borrows in its own name. 
 
The report argues that unless financial risk can be transferred through decentralisation, 
borrowing should be centralised.  Risk transfer is present when there is a realistic possibility of 
creditors incurring financial loss in the presence of financial distress of the borrowing entity. 
Clearly, this requires the willingness of Ministers to let the entity encounter financial distress in 
the first place, putting the delivery of services at risk.  We consider this unlikely for agencies 
delivering public services considered core to government.  
 
Current practice across government broadly aligns with this principle, with government 
departments and Crown entities funded centrally via the Treasury’s Debt Management Office 
and State Owned Enterprises (SOE) borrowing in their own name.  The recent example of Solid 
Energy is a case study of decentralised borrowing that transferred risk, with private sector 
creditors incurring loss as a result of the company’s failure. 
 
Departure from these principles incurs unnecessary borrowing costs – estimated to be between 
$3 to $6 million per annum per billion dollars borrowed by Housing New Zealand (HNZ)1 - and 
foregoes a range of efficiency, effectiveness, risk management and reputational benefits.  
 
In addition to this, decentralised borrowing could undermine the fiscal management approach 
weakening fiscal control, the ability to manage total levels of debt to prudent levels, the 
prioritisation process that the Budget applies to spending proposals and the credibility of the 
fiscal strategy.  This is because Crown entity borrowing without risk transfer will have the same 
effect on fiscal sustainability, resilience and the credit rating as core Crown borrowing, but is 
treated outside of the Budget process and core Crown net debt measure.  This in turn risks the 
perception that decentralised borrowing circumvents the net debt target. 
 
The credibility of the fiscal strategy is important to support your management of the state sector 
(by providing transparency about expenditure trade-offs) and maintaining the confidence of the 
public, credit rating agencies and financial market participants in New Zealand’s fiscal 
framework.  

 
If Ministers consider that Crown entities should increase the amount borrowed in their own 
name, further advice would need to be provided on options to ensure the fiscal strategy remains 
credible and consistent with the principles in the Public Finance Act.  For example, options 
could include changing the net debt definition and ensuring transparency in the Fiscal Strategy 
Report. 
 

 

                                                
1 Assuming Housing New Zealand borrowing cost is 30-60 basis points higher than core Crown borrowing. Estimate is subject to 

uncertainty. 
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Purpose and introduction 

 
1. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the principles of whether the borrowing function of 

government should be centralised or decentralised.  
 

2. Centralised borrowing means having a single central function that is responsible for 
executing all borrowing on behalf of the Crown.  Decentralised borrowing refers to having 
a borrowing function in each agency. In practice, it is possible to have a range of 
approaches across this spectrum within government.  

 
3. This report argues that borrowing should be centralised unless financial risk can be 

transferred to the private sector through the process of decentralised borrowing.  Within 
the Crown we consider that these circumstances are met in the SOE sector.  As you move 
closer to the core Crown this is less likely to be the case, as agencies in question deliver 
services that are more and more core to government, meaning that it will be harder and 
harder for decision makers to let those entities fail. 

 
4. The Public Finance Act requires the Government to manage debt to prudent levels.  The 

Government’s Budget Responsibility Rules state that the Government intends to reduce 
core Crown net debt to 20 percent of GDP over the next five years.  The credibility of the 
Budget Responsibility Rules would be undermined if there was material borrowing by 
entities outside of the core Crown that circumvented the net debt target. 

 
5. Current practice aligns with the principles described above, with centralised borrowing 

within the core Crown and Crown entity segments of Government, and decentralised 
borrowing in the SOE segment of Government. 
 

6. We are providing this advice to you in advance of meeting to discuss a specific proposal 
relating to HNZ borrowing in its own name.  We recently provided an Aide Memoire on the 
HNZ proposal, which is consistent with this paper (T2018/229 refers). 

Principles of centralised versus decentralised borrowing 

 
7. A range of both micro and macro considerations are applicable to whether centralised or 

decentralised borrowing is the better approach. Micro considerations include efficiency 
and effectiveness and risk transfer.  Macro considerations include ensuring that debt 
management is consistent with the Government’s overall fiscal strategy. 

 
Efficiency and effectiveness 
 
8. Efficiency and effectiveness considerations argue for centralisation of the borrowing 

function.  A centralised borrowing entity confers multiple efficiency and effectiveness 
benefits including: 

 
• Ensuring operational efficiency through economies of scale:  A single borrower 

reduces the need for replication of specialised financial market expertise and 
infrastructure, reducing costs. 

 
• Coordination of capital market activity:  A single borrower ensures that Crown 

borrowing activities are coordinated and do not result in inadvertent competition 
in capital markets between government agencies, over or under supply of debt 
into capital markets through time or inconsistent communication. 
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• Improved liquidity in the market for government debt: Centralised borrowing 

concentrates government debt into a single product class (ie, New Zealand 
Government Bonds).  This maximises scale and therefore liquidity (ie, the ability 
to buy and sell at low cost) of debt instruments issued by government.  This in 
turn increases market turnover and demand from investors, further reducing 
funding costs.2  Maximising liquidity in the government bond market is an ongoing 
challenge given New Zealand’s relatively small capital markets and low levels of 
government debt in the context of global capital markets. 

 
• Improved risk management:  A single borrower improves financial risk 

management by ensuring it is coordinated and consolidated, allowing risk offsets 
to be captured and allowing risk management to be conducted in the context of 
the entire Crown debt portfolio and balance sheet. 

 
• Minimisation of funding costs:  A well developed and well executed strategic debt 

issuance strategy has the potential to minimise funding costs for government by 
increasing demand for government debt.  An effective strategic debt issuance 
strategy includes, but is not limited to, effective investor, intermediary and rating 
agency engagement and transparent, even-handed and consistent borrowing 
activities.  A prerequisite for achieving this is coordination of debt management, 
which requires a central borrower. 

 
9. These factors have led most developed economies to set up a dedicated sovereign debt 

office.  This is also the case in New Zealand, being the Debt Management Office (DMO) 
of the Treasury. New Zealand’s legislative framework supports this arrangement by, 
among other things, limiting the ability of government departments and Crown entities3 to 
borrow.  The role of the DMO is to fund, in an efficient and effective manner, government 
spending that cannot be funded through taxes and other government income. 

 
Risk transfer 
 
10. However, in certain circumstances a decentralised approach to borrowing can be 

appropriate.  This is generally the case when financial risk, in the form of business risk 
that would otherwise be borne by the Crown, can be transferred from the Crown to the 
creditor through the act of borrowing.  This requires there to be a realistic chance of the 
creditor incurring financial loss should the agency (the borrower) suffer financial distress 
as a result of business risk. 
 

11. The conditions required for risk transfer to occur are: 
 

• The borrowing entity is a standalone and separate legal entity from the core 
Crown, and 

 
• The borrowing entity is not explicitly guaranteed by the Crown, and 

 
• There is a realistic chance that the Crown would allow the entity to default in the 

presence of financial distress (ie, there is no implicit Crown guarantee). 
 

                                                
2 Investors value a liquid market because it allows them to buy and sell quickly at low cost, providing operational flexibility and 

risk management benefits. 
3 Crown entities require joint Ministerial approval to borrow. 
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12. The first two of these conditions are met for non-core Crown agencies (Crown entities and 
SOEs), which are standalone entities with their own balance sheets and financial 
positions.  The extent to which the third condition is met is subjective as it relies on the 
appetite of responsible Ministers to allow these entities to get into financial distress in the 
first place and/or their response should the entity encounter distress.  
 

13. A key factor in this assessment is the role of the agency in question.  In some cases, 
Crown entities’ role involves delivering services that could be considered core to 
government eg, public housing provision, health services or transport.  In others, Crown 
entities’ roles look more like privately delivered services (albeit with public ownership). 
Further from the core Crown, SOEs tend to deliver commercial services that could be, and 
in some cases are, delivered by the private sector.  The realistic ability for Government to 
let agencies delivering core public services fail is likely to be much less than those 
delivering non-core services, as pressures to continue to deliver core services are likely to 
be very strong. 
 

14. When realistic risk transfer is possible, decentralised borrowing may confer a range of 
benefits. These include: 

 
• Ensuring their cost of capital reflects the risk involved in delivering services4, and  

 
• Improving operational flexibility and accountability5, and  

 
• Improving the commercial disciplines and incentives on agencies by external 

monitoring of the agency, and 
 

• Reinforcing that the agency is a standalone entity. All four of these benefits 
should help improve the effectiveness of the agency in delivering its role by 
incentivising it to act in an efficient manner. 

 
• Freeing up funds in the core Crown for spending on other public services:  When 

risk is transferred to the lender, the commensurate reduction in core Crown risk 
improves fiscal sustainability and resilience.  At the margin this allows a higher 
level of core Crown net debt, and this borrowing can be used to fund public 
services.  However, the practical impact of this may be limited due to the 
multitude of factors that affect net debt and which make determining the net debt 
target a qualitative process.  
 

• Reduced core Crown borrowing costs: Decentralised borrowing with real risk 
transfer is more expensive than core Crown borrowing.  This is easily observable, 
as borrowing rates for SOEs are materially higher than those for core Crown 
borrowing (see below).  The difference compensates the lender for the increased 
risk of default of SOEs relative to the Crown. As discussed in the above 
paragraph, this transfer of risk reduces risk in the core Crown, which should lower 
core Crown borrowing costs.  The exact effects of this risk transfer are hard to 
observe in practice due to the myriad factors that affect borrowing costs of the 
Crown and SOEs.  

 

                                                
4,5 – To some extent these benefits can be replicated through an on-lending model by charging commercial rates for borrowing 

and having the lender (DMO) act as if it was a commercial provider. 
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Net Debt, borrowing and the fiscal management approach 

 
15. In addition to the micro considerations discussed above, the approach to borrowing has 

implications for the Government’s approach to fiscal management.  
 

16. The Public Finance Act requires the Government to manage its overall level of debt 
having regard to principles of responsible fiscal management.  These principles include 
managing total public debt to “prudent” levels so as “to provide a buffer against factors 
that may impact adversely on the level of total debt in the future” and “managing prudently 
the fiscal risks facing the Government”.  Maintaining a prudent level of net core Crown 
debt helps ensure fiscal sustainability ie, the ability to provide the desired level of public 
services through time, and fiscal resilience ie, the ability to respond to shocks while 
continuing to provide desired levels of public services. 

 
17. The Government’s fiscal strategy includes reducing core Crown net debt to 20% of GDP 

in five years, as part of the Budget Responsibility Rules.  Core Crown net debt consists of 
debt obligations of the core Crown (manifestly government departments, with debt issued 
by the DMO, and the RBNZ), less any liquid financial assets held by these entities. Core 
Crown net debt excludes debt issued by Crown entities. 
 

18. Core Crown net debt is a measure of the Crown’s liquidity and indicates the amount of 
buffer to economic shocks.  Core Crown net debt does not capture all factors that affect 
fiscal sustainability, but is considered an appropriate indicator for fiscal management 
purposes, because: 

 
• Debt management is largely centralised within the core Crown.  
• (Current) borrowing outside the core Crown (eg, SOE debt) is determined by 

largely commercial considerations that are not appropriate to include in a 
measure for fiscal management purposes as Ministers have limited control. 

• Compared with broader measures of the Crown’s liabilities, net debt is a more 
internationally comparable indicator and better aligns with indicators used by 
international credit rating agencies.  
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19. There are a number of caveats to using core Crown net debt as a fiscal target:  
 

• The structure of the Crown’s balance sheet is not set in concrete, and changes to 
its structure and/or the fiscal outlook can impact on the “prudent” level of core 
Crown net debt.   

• An undue focus on core Crown net debt could encourage borrowing by entities 
outside the core Crown.  Therefore, an essential part of using core Crown net 
debt as an objective is the requirement that financial structures are justified on 
their own merits, and not by reference to the achievement of the core Crown net 
debt target.   

 
20. Once determined, the net debt target serves to anchor the fiscal strategy.  Operating and 

capital allowances are set, such that when combined with existing (eg, baseline) spending 
and revenue forecasts, actual core Crown net debt tracks towards the target.  Spending 
proposals are then prioritised and scaled to fit within each year’s allowances.  This 
integrated process serves to exert strong discipline of the Budget process and allows 
Ministers to prioritise public spending across portfolios in a considered manner. 
 

21. Sound public finances, and a strong credit rating, depend on the Crown’s ability to meet 
all of its financial obligations, both those within the net debt definition and wider.  The 
effectiveness of the fiscal management approach in ensuring this is the case relies on 
disciplined public spending and an integrated budget process.   

Current borrowing practice across government 

 
22. Currently, debt issuance is centralised in the core Crown and Crown entity segments of 

government6 and decentralised in the SOE sector7 with borrowing conducted by the 
entities themselves.  This practice is consistent with the principles set out above.  
 

23. In cases where a Crown entity needs debt funding to meet a specific policy or commercial 
objective (eg, the entity needs to make an investment that will be repaid with revenue over 
a defined period of time), this is achieved by DMO borrowing the funds in capital markets 
and on-lending them to that Crown entity.  Terms of the borrowing (from the Crown entity 
perspective) can mimic commercial terms to maintain commercial disciplines on the 
agency, or be subsidised if necessary.  In very limited cases on lending occurs to the SOE 
sector (eg, Kiwirail) in a similar manner.  

 
24. The on lending approach allows the Crown to capture the efficiency and effectiveness 

benefits discussed earlier, while also facilitating borrowing by agencies to meet specific 
objectives.  

 
25. Crown entity borrowing has not always been as centralised as it is now, with both HNZ 

and District Health Boards having a greater capacity to borrow directly in the past.  These 
arrangements were unwound some time ago (approximately 15-20 years ago) for reasons 
consistent with the arguments in this paper. 

 
26. As independent, standalone commercial entities, decentralised SOE borrowing is 

appropriate.  Furthermore, the recent case of Solid Energy, while unfortunate from a 
Crown ownership perspective, showed that risk transfer through Solid Energy debt was 
real, as creditors incurred real losses through that process. 

                                                
6 With the exception of HNZ’s existing borrowing protocol. 
7 With the partial exception of Kiwirail, which receives some minor debt funding from the Crown. 
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Implications of decentralised borrowing by Crown entities 

 
27. The last section of this report addresses the implications associated with departing from 

the practice of centralised Crown entity borrowing.  We consider that borrowing by HNZ in 
its own name, especially in significant volumes, will result in these issues. 
 

Risk transfer 
 

28. Fundamental to these perspectives is our opinion that borrowing by Crown entities, 
including HNZ, involved in the delivery of core public services is unlikely to result in any 
meaningful risk transfer to creditors, undermining the rationale for decentralisation.  This is 
because failure to deliver these services will be unacceptable to the public and Ministers 
(and rightly so), meaning that further public funding will be made available to continue 
service provision should it become necessary. 
 

29. This perspective is backed up by rating agency assessments of HNZ’s credit rating which 
benefits from an “almost certain” likelihood of them receiving government support in the 
event of financial distress. Refer figure below. 
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Efficiency 
 
30. The efficiency benefits discussed earlier in this paper start to be unwound as Crown 

entities borrow in their own right. Setting up a borrowing capacity is a not inconsiderable 
exercise involving IT systems, banking relationships, legal documentation and specialised 
expertise.  HNZ already have a Treasury function, mitigating additional costs to an extent, 
although some costs will be incurred in increasing the capability of the function to borrow 
directly in capital markets. 

 
31. Perhaps more importantly, there is a real risk of a lack of coordination and inconsistent 

communication.  The DMO is a regular and ongoing borrower in capital markets, and is 
due to launch a new bond before the end of the fiscal year, meaning there is a risk that 
HNZ and DMO effectively end up competing for money in capital markets, increasing 
costs for both parties.   

 
32. Similarly, market participants have raised questions about HNZ borrowing in their own 

name, rather than through DMO which is the traditional mechanism.  Sophisticated market 
participants will be aware of the issues this paper discusses.  This risks undermining the 
reputation of New Zealand as a borrower and increasing borrowing costs across 
government. 

 
33. Much flexibility can be provided by the DMO in the on lending process.  However, we 

understand that the operational process of on lending may involve more overhead than 
the process that would apply to borrowing independently.  We consider that addressing 
any issues under the on lending model may be worth investigating to help operational 
flexibility, whilst capturing the benefits of centralisation.  

 
34. Commercial disciplines, in the form of pricing are incorporated into the current 

arrangement, and can be modified easily if required.  On the downside, DMO are not able 
to provide external monitoring, although we consider that external monitoring only really 
occurs when creditors bear real financial risk, which we do not consider to be the case 
with HNZ borrowing.  

 
Cost 
 
35. Borrowing by Crown entities will incur higher cost despite the lack of risk transfer. 

Estimates for the cost of HNZ borrowing currently under consideration vary, but could cost 
between 30 to 60 basis points more than government borrowing through the DMO.  In 
dollar terms this works out to be $3 - $6 million per annum in costs that could be foregone, 
for which there is little benefit. 

 
Credit ratings 
 
36. Rating agencies take a range of factors into their consideration of the sovereign credit 

rating.  As sophisticated stakeholders, their assessment of the rating will, in the Treasury’s 
opinion, recognise that borrowing by Crown entities engaged in the delivery of core public 
services will not result in any real risk transfer, and as such will consider Crown entity debt 
in much the same manner as core Crown debt.  This means that Crown entity borrowing 
will unlikely offer any rating benefits over centralised borrowing from a sovereign rating 
perspective. 
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Fiscal management 
 
37. The Government’s Budget Responsibility Rules state that the Government intends to 

reduce core Crown net debt to 20 percent of GDP over the next five years.  Centralised 
debt management assists the Government to achieve fiscal control to meet its fiscal 
objectives.  
 

38. Decentralised borrowing in Crown entities, without risk transfer, has no effect on the core 
Crown net debt measure, but has similar effects to debt issued by the core Crown on total 
public debt, fiscal sustainability and resilience.  Material Crown entity borrowing could 
therefore reduce fiscal control in managing total public debt at prudent levels, undermining 
the Budget Responsibility Rules.  

 
39. Crown entity borrowing could also result in significant spending decisions being made 

outside of the rigors of the Budget process, which may not fully align with Government 
priorities.  This is because new funding that is provided by the Crown is managed against 
allowances set by the Government in the Budget process, while spending by Crown 
entities that is financed by direct borrowing is not.  This may be of particular concern 
where Ministers aim to manage total public debt (ie, Crown entity and core Crown debt) at 
similar levels to those implied by the existing fiscal strategy, and centralised borrowing 
approach. 

 
40. Crown entity borrowing could also undermine the Government’s credibility with respect to 

its fiscal strategy. In particular, the perception could be that Crown entity borrowing 
circumvents the net core Crown debt target, especially if it were to occur in material 
volumes.  The threshold for materiality is a matter of judgement, but we consider that the 
current proposal for HNZ does raise these concerns.  

 
41. The credibility of the fiscal strategy is important to support your management of the state 

sector (by providing transparency about expenditure trade-offs) and maintaining the 
confidence of the public, credit rating agencies and financial market participants in New 
Zealand’s fiscal framework.  

 
42. If Ministers consider that HNZ, or Crown entities more broadly, should increase the 

amount borrowed in their own name, further advice would need to be provided on options 
to ensure the fiscal strategy remains credible and consistent with the principles in the 
Public Finance Act.  For example, options could include changing the net debt definition 
and ensuring transparency in the Fiscal Strategy Report. 
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Recommended Action 

 
We recommend that you: 
 
a. Note the contents of this paper  

 
b. Refer this paper to the Minister of Housing and Urban Development, and 
 

Refer/not referred. 
 
c. Discuss the contents of this paper with officials 
 

 Agree/disagree. 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Hagan 
Acting Director, Infrastructure and Housing 
 
 
 
 
 
Hon Grant Robertson 
Minister of Finance 
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